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ABSTRACT

Sequential State Theory (SST) was used to analyze the acquisi
tion of delayed-response performance of six capuchin monkeys (Cebus 
ape11a) on three tasks. These tasks differed in the method of present
ing the predelay cue: method 1 (direct method)— the subject could only
observe the baiting of the foodwell; method 2— the subject was able to 
obtain the reinforcer from the top of the stimulus object; and method 
3— the subject was required to displace the stimulus object to obtain 
the reinforcer on the predelay presentation. Since performance on all 
tasks was very poor at the end of 60 test days, all subjects were then 
given "remedial" training with a zero-second delay direct method pre
sentation. Upon reaching a criterion, the animals were returned to the 
original conditions for another 60 days. No significant differences 
were found between the methods of presentation, although nonsignificant 
differences were consistent with the SST model. However, correlations 
between state values before and after the remedial treatment did not 
support the predictions of the model.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally discrimination learning has been assessed by a 
simple "percentage correct" measure. Although this measure may.ade
quately describe performance during those trials in which correct 
responding increases monotonically to asymptote, it provides little 
information about the initial trials where correct responding typically 
occurs at chance levels. Yet it is possible that examining the system
atic response tendencies which occur during these initial trials will 
help to uncover the processes involved in simple discrimination learn
ing.

Over the years a number of authors have attempted to go beyond 
percentage correct measures by analyzing a variety of systematic re
sponse patterns. The first notable attempt to do this was made by 
Krechevsky (1932) who measured such response tendencies as position 
preference, position alternation, and the tendency to choose light or 
dark alleys in a T-maze. Krechevsky saw these patterns as unified re
sponses instead of.simple trial and error behavior and labeled them 
"hypotheses." These hypotheses were presented as evidence of purposive 
behavior: a set of strategies which are tested by the animal, elimina
ting incorrect ones until the correct one is found.

1



2
Harlow (1950) demonstrated the existence of similar response 

patterns which he called "error factors" in learning data obtained from 
rhesus monkeys. The response patterns analyzed by Harlow were position 
habit, stimulus perseveration (an excess of errors following a first 
trial error), differential cue (responding to the position previously 
reinforced instead of the positive object), and response shift (an ex
cess of responding to the negative object after makine one or more cor
rect responses). Although the method used by Harlow was an improvement 
over earlier ones and prompted much research, it contained two imperfec
tions : neither the proportion of responses determined by the various
error factors nor their relative strengths could be assessed (Levine, 
1965).

These imperfections were overcome in a method devised by Levine 
(1959). By measuring all of the tendencies in a consistent fashion, 
additive estimates of each were obtained. These measures were not 
limited to error producing tendencies, but could also analyze reward 
producing patterns; therefore the term "hypotheses" was borrowed from 
Krechevsky. This method had additional benefits in that experimentally 
testable theorems could be derived and large numbers of hypotheses 
could be analyzedi Levine's hypotheses and their definitions are pre
sented in Table 1.

In the years following its development, Levine's method has 
been used in a number of studies of discrimination learning. Evidence 
has accumulated from some of these studies that a relationship may ex
ist between the relative preponderance of position preference or random
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Table 1. Levine's hypotheses

Hypothesis Definition Manifestation

IIIPosition preference 

Position alternation

Stimulus preference

Stimulus alternation

Win-stay-lose-shift 
with respect to 
position

Lose-stay-win-shift 
with respect to 
position

Win-stay-lose-shift 
with respect to the 
object

Third-trial learning

Residual category

Responding to only one 
position
Alternating between 
positions from trial 
to trial
Responding to only 
object
Alternating between 
objects from trial to 
trial
Repeating a rewarded 
response to a position 
or shifting a nonre
warded response to 
another position
Shifting a response to 
another position after 
reward or repeating a 
response to a nonre
warded position
Repeating a rewarded 
response to an object 
or shifting from a non- 
rewarded object to a 
rewarded one
Correct response on 
the third trial but 
not on the second
Random responding

101 

+’++ f

-i k , “H—

14-14-1, 14-1—0, 1-04-0, 
I-O-I

14-04-1 , 14-0—0, I-’I-KD, 
I-I-I

4-4-4-, — 4-4-

— 4-, 4— 4-

all possible manifesta.' 
tions

+ indicates a correct response, - indicates an incorrect response.
I indicates the first position responded to on a three-trial sequence.
0 indicates the other position.



responding and the rate of acquiring a discrimination learning set„ In 
a study of the acquisition of a sameness^difference learning set by 
cebus monkeys (King and Fobes, 1975), animals which learned, the task 
exhibited more random responding than position preference during initial 
trials, whereas in nonlearners the relative strengths of these hypoth
eses were reversed. In a similar experiment in which the learning of 
an extended sameness-difference concept by cebus monkeys was analyzed, 
this same pattern emerged (Scanlon and King, 1976), In addition, during 
the last block of trials, the nonlearners showed a marked increase in 
random responding, The authors suggested that this increase may have 
been a precurser to the acquisition of the task and proposed a three- 
stage model of the evolution of hypothesis strengths during the develop
ment of a learning set. First, systematic error producing tendencies 
(mostly position preference) are eliminated. Next, as position respon
ding decreases there is an increase in random responding. Finally, ran
dom responding drops out as correct responding increases in frequency. 
Individual differences in learning speed are indicated by the point on 
the three-phase continuum exhibited by the subjects as they begin train
ing on the learning set task. Slow learners thus initially exhibit more 
systematic error producing tendencies while fast learners exhibit more 
random or correct responding during the initial blocks of trials (see 
Figure 1).

Using chimpanzees in a sameness-difference matching from sample 
tasks. Smith, King, Witt, and Rickel (1975) also found this ordering of 
position preference, random responding, and correct responding. In
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Figure 1. Hypothetical changes in state strengths with respect to 
relative task difficulty (after King and Fobes, in press)
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this study the subjects were given six phases of increasingly difficult 
sets of problems. In the initial phase, the subjects first eliminated 
position responding, then random responding, and finally displayed in
creases in correct responding. In the subsequent, more difficult 
stages, there was only an initial increase in random responding prior 
to correct responding.

This apparent importance of random responding to subsequent 
correct responding has led to the suggestion that random responding is 
indicative of attention to the relevant dimensions of the stimuli 
(Scanlon and King, 1976). Support for this contention comes from two 
studies. Smith, King, and Newberry (1976) examined differences in dis
crimination learning set performance between squirrel monkeys which 
learned to discriminate differently colored edible stimuli which acted 
as reinforcers (the positive object was sweet and the negative object 
was bitter) and a control group which had to discriminate between dif
ferently colored blocks upon which the reinforcers were placed. As ex
pected , the experimental group displayed an initial predominance of 
random responding and performed significantly better than the control 
group. This difference was attributed to enhanced attention to the 
discriminative cues of the colored food stimuli.

Even more convincing evidence was presented by King and Fobes 
(in press) who trained capuchin monkeys on a grey-white discrimination 
task in which the difficulty of the three-trial problems was varied 
from easy (two white stimuli versus a dark grey and a white stimulus) 
to impossible (two white stimuli versus two white stimuli). With these



extremely well-adapted animals, position preference and other nonrandom 
hypotheses remained at a constant low level as task difficulty varied 
from easy to impossible» The strongest hypothesis exhibited on impossi
ble and difficult problems was random responding which was replaced by 
correct responding on increasingly easy discriminations. In addition, 
the amount of random responding on the impossible task proved to be a 
very good predictor of the amount of correct responding on the most 
easy task.

In order to examine further the relationship between random re
sponding and attention, the present study was performed. Subjects were 
presented with three types of delayed-response tasks in which the amount 
of contact with the stimulus objects during the predelay exposure was

. r

varied. In the first method (direct method), the animal was allowed 
only to orient and observe the baiting of the correct position, while 
in the other two methods, the subject was allowed to actually respond 
to the correct position on the predelay presentation. These two methods 
differed in that on method 2 trials the subject obtained a reinforcer 
from the top of the positive object, while on method 3 trials the sub
ject had to displace the positive object to obtain the reinforcer on 
the predelay presentation. There should, then, be a progression of in* 
creasing attention to the predelay cue from method 1 to method 3 since 
there is a progression of increasing contiguity between the stimulus 
and the subject’s response on the predelay presentation.

In light of the results of previous researchers who have manip
ulated cue-reinforcer contiguity (Smith, King, and dewberry, 1976), and
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cue-response contiguity (Stollnitz, 1965) on discrimination learning 
tasks, it seems likely that subjects should perform worst with the 
direct method and best with method 3. The superior performance on 
methods 2 and 3 should be manifested by greater initial values of ran
dom and correct responding as predicted by the three-phase model of 
learning described by Scanlon and King (1976) and elsewhere (King and 
Fobes, in press).



CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were six capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella). with con

siderable object discrimination learning experience« These animals were 
from the group of subjects used by King and Fobes (1975) which divided 
into groups of fast and slow learners. Two of the subjects were females 
and four were males.

Apparatus
All testing was performed manually on a modified version of the 

Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA) with a forward opaque screen.
The stimulus tray measured 18.5 cm X 35.0 cm and contained four food- 
wells 9.5 cm apart (center to center). For the purpose of this experi
ment, only the middle two positions were used. The stimulus objects 
were two identical white Incite squares measuring 1.0 cm X 3.5 cm X 
3.5 cm. The delay interval and intertrial interval were timed by a 
foot pedal actuated timer. A white noise generator was used throughout 
testing.

Adaptation
The subjects were pretrained by presenting the stimulus tray 

with the negative object behind the empty foodwell and covering the

9
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reinforcer with the positive object» When the subject had responded to 
the correct object for 40 trials on two consecutive days, phase 1 of 
the experiment was initiated. Throughout the adaptation phase, the 
position of the positive object was randomly varied between the center 
two foodwells with the restriction that the same position was not rein
forced on more than three consecutive trials„

Testing
Each subject received 24 trials of testing daily. The correct 

position on a given trial was determined by one of six different daily 
right-left baiting sequences. These sequences were constructed with 
the following constraints: each of the eight possible three-trial
right-left triads (RRR, RKL, KLR, KLL, LRR, LRL, LLR, AND LLL) occurred 
once and only once in a given sequence, and the same position was not 
reinforced on more than three consecutive trials. Through a complex 
counterbalancing scheme, the same delayed-response task was never pre
sented on consecutive days and the same 24-trial daily baiting sequence 
was never repeated on consecutive days.

An intertrial interval of approximately 15 seconds was used 
throughout testing. The reinforcer consisted of one-half of a raisin.

Phase 1
Upon reaching criterion on the adaptation task, each subject 

was presented with one of the three delayed-response tasks daily. The 
three tasks differed in the method of presenting the predelay cue sig
naling the position of the reinforcer. During the six second delay 
following the predelay cue, the forward opaque screen was lowered.
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In method 1 the experimenter held a raisin over the positive 

object until the subject oriented toward it. The experimenter then 
placed the raisin in the foodwell, lowered the screen and began the six 
second delay. Both the positive and negative foodwells were then cov
ered by their respective objects. At the end of the delay, the screen 
was raised as the stimulus tray was pushed foraard. After the subject 
had responded to one of the positions, the tray was retrieved, the 
screen lowered, and the 15 second intertrial delay initiated. A non- 
correction test procedure was used in all test conditions.

In method 2 the positive object was placed over the foodwell 
with the raisin on top of the object. The negative object was posi
tioned behind its foodwell. The screen was then raised simultaneously 
with the presentation of the tray. When the subject had obtained the 
raisin, the tray was withdrawn, the screen was lowered and the six 
second delay was initiated. A raisin was then placed in the positive 
foodwell and both foodwells were covered. At the end of the delay, the 
screen was raised as the tray was pushed forward.

The predelay presentation of method 3 differed from method 2 
only in that the raisin was in the positive foodwell, covered by the 
object. The negative foodwell was uncovered as before. After the sub
ject displaced the positive object and obtained the reinforcer, the 
tray was withdrawn and the delay was initiated.

Remedial phase
By the 60th day of testing, the mean percentage of correct re

sponses for all animals was only 55.4% and no subject displayed a
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stable increase in correct responding so the remedial task was imposed 
on all subjects. This task differed from the direct method (method 1) 
only in that there was neither a delay nor a lowering of the screen 
between the baiting and the test. As soon as a subject noticed a rai
sin it was placed in the positive foodwell; both foodwells were covered; 
and the tray was pushed forward. The remedial phase continued until 
each subject had responded to the correct position on 22 out of 24 
trials for three consecutive days. Upon reaching this criterion or the 
60th day of remedial testing, the subject was returned to the original 
three delayed-response tasks. This then was phase 2 of testing and it 
lasted an additional 60 days.

Hypothesis Analysis 
Systematic response tendencies were analyzed using a new tech

nique developed by King and Fobes (in press). This method, referred to 
as Sequential State Theory (SST), is Superficially similar to Levine's; 
however, it is superior in that it does not require the assumption that 
hypotheses occur only in three trial units and in that it allows for 
sequential dependencies in the data. The ability of SST to measure 
sequential dependencies permits it. to discriminate between a Simple 
response bias (e.g., an overall tendency to respond to the right) and a 
sequentially dependent perseveration (right-going responses tend to be 
followed by right-going responses and left-going responses are followed 
by responses to the left). The states possible in SST are presented in 
Table 2.
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Table 2. Possible states in sequential state theory

State Manifestations

Detect (D) +
Random (R) All possible sequences
Simple bias (B) P(Ai) 4 P(A2)*
Response perseveration (P) 8HH

Response alternation (Q) 10, 01
Win-stay, lose-shift 
for position (F) I+I, I—0, 0+0, 0—I
Win-shift, lose-stay 
for position (G) 1+0, I-I, 0+1, 0-0
Stimulus preference/ 
aversion ++, —

Stimulus alternation (T) +-, -+

*A^ represents a response to a position (either the right or the 
left and A2 represents a response to the other position.
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From the state values determined in the SST analysis.,, three 

additional statistics were calculated: P+B, composed of the two major
nonattentional states; A, where A=D+R, was used as an index of atten^ 
tion; and K, where K=(D/D+R). The statistic K is especially important 
since it represents the amount of learning given attention to the rele
vant stimulus dimension- It should therefore be a more pure measure of 
learning than the percentage of correct responses, since it is not con
founded with systematic error producing tendencies of the subjects.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Most subjects responded quickly to the remedial task and by 
day 6, four animals had reached criterion. One animal reached criterion 
after 31 days of testing and the remaining subject failed to reach the 
required level of performance after 60 days of remedial training.

A two factor repeated measures ANOVA (method X phase) of the 
SST analysis revealed a significant increase in D (detect) over phases 
CF(1,5)-16.47; p <.01) and a significant decrease in R (random) over 
phases (F(l,5)=16.31; p (.01). None of the remaining states displayed 
significant differences over phases or between methods nor were there 
any significant interactions. Graphs for the various state values are 
presented in Figure 2.

A second SST analysis was performed in which data for the three 
methods were pooled within each phase and then divided into four blocks 
(15 days per block). This yielded analyses for four blocks within two 
phases (eight blocks total). It was necessary to combine the three 
methods in this fashion in order to obtain a sufficient number of trials 
for a stable SST analysis of each block. Figure 3 shows the changes in 
mean state values over blocks within each phase. Two factor repeated 
measures ANOYAs for each of the state values (blocks X phase) again 
revealed few significant changes due to the high variability and low

- ' , ' 15 •
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number of subjects. K (correct responding given attention) increased 
significantly over blocks j(F(3,15)=6.83; p <(.005) and the blocks X 
phase interaction was also significant for K (F(3,15)=7.59; p <.0051, 
thus indicating that increases in K occurred only in phase 1 (see 
Figure 3).

A division of the subjects into learners and nonlearners on the 
basis of whether or not D increased over phases resulted in the classi
fication of two subjects as nonlearners and four as learners. However, 
due to extremely high intragroup variance, no tests of significance 
were performed between the two groups.

Finally, three sets of Pearson r correlation coefficients were 
calculated across subjects for each of. the states (!) before and after 
the remedial phase and (2) between the days to criterion on the remedial 
task and the state values for phase 1 as well as phase 2. T-tests for 
the various correlations between phases revealed significant negative 
correlations between phase-1 T (stimulus alternation) and phase-2 D 
(r=-.94, p <.006) and between phase-1 T and phase-2 K (r=-.95, p <.004). 
Phase-2 K also correlated negatively phase-1 R (random) (r=-.82, 
p <.05), and positively with phase-1 B (simple bias) (r=.82, p <.05).
A significant correlation was also found between P (perseveration) pro
duced in phase-1 and phase-2 B (r=.83, p <.04). The composite of these 
two states (P+B) from phase-1 was negatively correlated with phase-2 R 
(r=-.87, p (,.03) and positively correlated with phase-2A (attention) 
(r=.86, p (.03). Lastly, phase-1 K was correlated negatively with 
phase-2 B (r=-.89, p (.02) and P+B (r=-.94, p (.005).
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None of the phase-1 states correlated significantly with the 

days to criterion to the remedial task (although K approached signifi
cance with r=-.7S, p (.09). Length of remedial training did, however, 
correlate significantly with phase-2 B (r=.84, p (.04) and P+B 
(r=.89, p .02) and negatively with phase-2 A (r=-.83, p (.04). A 
correlation matrix is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3« Correlations between preremedial and postremedial states 

and days to criterion on remedial task

D R B
Postremedial 
P/Q S/T

States
F/G P+B A K

Days
to

Crite
rion

D .12 .36 —. 68 .61 -.45 -.37 -.71 .74 .11 —. 62
.82 .48 .14 .20 .37 .47 ,11 .10 .83 .19

R -.74 .90 .34 -.29 .32 -.76 .38 -.02 -.82 .17
.09 .01 .53 .57 .54 .08 .46 .98 .05 .75

B .77 .74 -.52 .52 -.12 .47 .50 .29 .82 :41
.07 .09 .30 .30 .81 .35 .31 .58 .05 .42

?/ -.58 .16 .83 -.88 ,26 .09 .74 .80 -.56 .65
Q1 .23 .76 .04 .02 .61 .86 .10 .06 .25 .16

s/ — .94 .79 -.66 -.61 -.02 -.13 .69 -.51 -.95 .70
T .01 .06 .15 .20 .97 .81 .13 .30 .01 .12

F4 .24 -.06 -.23 .38 -.50 -.19 -.06 .34 ,13 .18
G3 .64 .91 .66 .45 .31 .72 .92 .50 .81 ,72
P+B .61 -.87 -.12 .08 —. 01 .71 -.17 -.17 .68 -.20

.20 .03 .83 .88 .94 .12 .74 .75 .13 .86
A -.55 .86 .00 .00 .03 -.74 .02 .27 —. 61 -.08

.26 .03 1.00 1.00 .96 .09 . 96 .60 .20 .88
K .50 —. 08 -.89 .81 -.59 .05 -.94 .77 .54 -.75

.31 .88 .02 .06 .22 .93 .01 .07 .26 .09

-.59 .15 .84
Days to Criterion 

—.74 —.05 ,36 .89 —. 83 -.59
.22 .78 .04 .09 .93, .48 .02 .04 .22

1Correlations are in terms of P9Correlations are in terras of T 
^Correlations are in terras of F
Note: upper numbers in cells are Pearson r correlation coefficients.

Lower numbers are alpha levels.



CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

The generally poor performance levels attained in this experi
ment stands in contrast to the impressive achievements repotted by 
other researchers using capuchin monkeys on similar tasks= P*Amato and 
Cox (1976), for instance, found that with considerable practice (30,000 
trials) Cebus monkeys would respond at a 70% correct rate with delays 
up to nine minutes on a delayed matching to sample task. It is likely 
that the low levels of performance in the current study are the result 
of the disrupting effects of lowering the opaque screen---during the ' 
intratrial delay.

An explanation for this disruption has been advanced by Motiff, 
DeKock, and Davis (1969). They propose that the lowering of the screen 
is interpreted by the subjects as a signal for the end of a trial. If 
this indeed was the case then the problem was no doubt exacerbated by 
the extensive prior training of the subjects on object-discrimination 
learning tasks and insufficient adaptation to the present task.

Effects of Method of 
Presentation on State Values

Although no main effect for any type of presentation of pre
delay cue reached significance for any of the states and any statements 
in reference to differential effects of the methods must be limited to

v  . i ;  : 2 1  :: : ; :
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speculation, the mean differences obtained are consistent with the pre
dictions of SST. Methods 2 and 3 resulted in greater mean state 
strengths for D, R, and A than did the direct method. In contrast, the 
opposite ranking was found for B and P+B. Furthermore, the increase in 
D from the preremedia! phase to the pdstremedial was accompanied by a 
decrease in R from the first phase to the last.

In addition to these apparent trends consistent with Sequential 
State Theory, there was also an interesting increase in P which occurred 
with method 1 only. If real, the increase in perseveration occurring 
with the direct method may reflect a confusion in immediate memory be
tween the position responded to on the previous trial and the position 
indicated on the baiting phase of the subsequent trial. Such an error 
would be produced by the greater attention directed to the position 
actually responded to on the previous trial and transfer from the other 
two types of presentation which both involved a predelay response to 
the baited position.

Correlations
In contrast to thB above trends suggesting a relationship be

tween random responding and attention, preremedial R correlated nega
tively (r=-.74) with later D. Furthermore, there was no significant 
correlation (r-.17) between R on the preremedial task and the number of 
days to criterion on the remedial task. This is especially important 
since the zero-second delay condition used in the remedial task can be 
interpreted as a test of attention to the baiting of the foodwells
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(Fletcher, 1965). However, it should be pointed out that a more obvious 
source of attention, detect, failed to correlate with itself across time 
(r—-.12).

The one state that clearly predicted postremedial detect was T. 
However, beyond the fact that T is a nonattentional state, it is unclear 
why this strong negative correlation was produced. This correlation is 
especially surprising since no other nonattentional state came close to 
a significant negative correlation and B was correlated positively (but 
not significantly) with phase-2 detect.

General Discussion
Although the results obtained in the present study are in part

at odds with the findings of other researchers (e.g.; King and Fobes,
1975), they may nonetheless be compatible with the predictions of SST.
If the subjects did indeed interpret the lowering of the screen as the 
end of a trial, then from the subjects' "point of view", the task was 
impossible since there were no relevant cues in the objects themselves. 
In this context, those subjects displaying large amounts of random be
havior may have learned to ignore cues associated with the objects 
whereas those subjects initially displaying less random responding 
failed to learn that such cues were "irrelevant." In high random sub- . 
jects, negative transfer to the remedial task might occur and subse
quently interfere with performance on the postremedial phase.

An alternative explanation is simply that random responding is
not indicative of attention, on a delayed-response task. Since this 
contrasts with results obtained on discrimination learning tasks, it
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could indicate a qualitative difference in the processes involved in 
the acquisition of the two tasks. Clearly the sources of cues are dis
similar. While on the discrimination trial the cue is inherent to the 
stimulus object, the delayed-response task provides cues not in the ob
jects themselves but at another point in time. Fletcher (1965) has 
made an even stronger distinction between the two types of tasks by 
asserting that the delayed-response task is essentially a performance 
task and not a true learning problem. If this is the case, then the 
detect state may be the only measure of attention on delayed-response 
problems. This would most certainly result in a different pattern of 
state changes prior to the acquisition of high levels of performance on 
the task.

At this point it is unclear whether or not the predictions of 
SET are supported in delayed-response tasks. Future work should stress 
the adaptation of subjects to the task or the use of different proce
dures during the delay interval so that the subjects can better dis
criminate the beginning and end of a trial.
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